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2023 Institutional Recipients

California State University, Long Beach (CSULB) offers international students the natural beauty of Southern California in a safe, suburban environment. CSULB provides an exceptional student experience through nationally recognized academic programs. Welcome to the Beach!

Contact: Sean Cochran, Director of International Enrollment Management, Sean.Cochran@csulb.edu

Elgin Community College (ECC) is one of the top 25 community colleges in the USA, as recognized by the Aspen Institute. At ECC, you will find a modern and safe campus located 60 kilometers northwest of Chicago (the third largest city in the USA). ECC offers over 100 degree and certificate programs, a nationally recognized Intensive English Program, a 2+2 university transfer program to top universities, and a friendly, diverse community. We offer two-year associate degrees with 2+2 transfer to universities to complete a bachelor’s degree. Some of our most popular programs include: engineering, computer science, business, biology, and education.

Contact: Laura Hosford-Yunker, International Recruitment and Enrollment Specialist, lhosfordyunker@elgin.edu

Middle Tennessee State University is a comprehensive university with over 120+ programs to choose from at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. It is located in the heart of Tennessee, in Murfreesboro, just forty minutes away from music city Nashville. We value diversity and internationalization and strive to educate and challenge our students to be global citizens.

Contact: Caroline Clasby, Director of International Admissions and Recruitment, Caroline.Clasby@mtsu.edu
**Nazareth College** is the place to become a brave, bold changemaker, committed to making progress toward decisive growth — within ourselves, within our professions, and for the good of our world. Our 150-acre, wooded campus is minutes from Rochester, NY, America's original boombtown and home to world class culture, business innovation, a wide-ranging culinary scene, and many scenic landscapes to explore. Students interested in any of Nazareth’s 60+ undergraduate programs are welcome to apply.

Contact: Dr. Samuel Song, Director of International Recruitment, hsong6@naz.edu

---

**The San Mateo Colleges of Silicon Valley (SMCSV)** are a group of three fully accredited two-year community colleges located in the heart of Silicon Valley and San Francisco: Cañada College, College of San Mateo, and Skyline College. Our colleges offer the first two years of higher education in a wide variety of degree and transfer programs, as well as one year certificate programs. Completion of our program guarantees admission to one of over 140 partner universities throughout the U.S. and worldwide. All our associate degree/transfer programs (100+) are available to our international students.

Contact: Chikako Walker, Acting Director of International Education, walkerchikako@smccd.edu

---

**SUNY Plattsburgh** is a vibrant, public residential university in northern New York State. Founded in 1889, today it enrolls 4,000 students, including 200 international students representing 40+ countries. Popular majors for international students are business, biomedical sciences (pre-med), and computer science.

Contact: Michelle St Onge, Assistant Director, Global Education Office, stongmr@plattsburgh.edu

Website:

---

**University of Louisville** is a preeminent public metropolitan Research-I University in Louisville, Kentucky – the nation’s 26th largest city. UofL is part of the Kentucky state university system with a comprehensive academic portfolio with very high research activity. The university enrolls more than 22,000 students, including students from all 50 states and 116 countries around the world.

Contact: Paul Hofmann, AVP for the International Center, paul.hofmann@louisville.edu
The University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC) is a regional R1 Minority Serving Institution with a strong focus on the STEM fields and the visual and performing arts. We place tremendous pride in the diversity of our student population, with nearly 70% of our incoming first-time, first-year students identifying as a U.S. Census-classified minority group, including numerous first-generation college students and first-generation Americans. Located in the suburbs of Baltimore, UMBC is ideally situated in the heart of the Baltimore-Washington metropolitan area to provide study and research opportunities to students from the region and the world.

Contact: Brian Souders, Associate Director, Global Engagement Opportunities, souders@umbc.edu

The University of Tennessee, Knoxville is ranked among the United States’ top public research universities. Our university fosters innovative thinking and enriches and elevates our students so they can thrive in a global society. UT embodies the spirit of excellence through teaching, emphasizing learning through experience, encouraging worldwide perspectives, and fostering student leadership.

Contact: Stephanie Sieggreen, Director of International Recruitment, ssieggreen@utk.edu

Established in 1890, University of North Texas (UNT) is one of the nation’s largest public research universities with more than 44,000 students. Ranked a Tier One research university by the Carnegie Classification, UNT is a catalyst for creativity, fueling progress, innovation and entrepreneurship for the North Texas region and the state. UNT’s programs are internationally recognized with research and scholarship spanning all disciplines. The UNT Study Abroad Office will use the Sir Cyril Taylor Memorial Scholarship to provide support for semester exchange students from among our seven British university partners across England and Scotland.

Contact: Amy Shenberger, Director of Study Abroad, amy.shenberger@unt.edu